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Introduction
The following guidelines were developed through consultation with a volunteer website
developer from Catchafire. These guidelines are intended to help organizations create more
accessibility-friendly digital content and to normalize the use of accessibility tools in our
every-day work.
“Digital content” refers to anything that will be publicly distributed or displayed on the internet
or using other electronic devices. Some examples of digital content includes
●
●
●
●

PDFs or Word Documents
Powerpoints or other slideshows
Newsletters
Websites

●
●
●
●

Flyers
Brochures
Images or graphics
Email

Each type of digital content will have their own unique accessibility functions already integrated
into their system. These accessibility tools will vary and are not guaranteed to address all
disabilities as disabilities are unique to each individual. The guides listed in this document are
basic rules that should be followed when creating digital content, but you should do your own
research on the specific accessibility tools available for each digital content type.
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Color Contrast
Why is color contrast important?
Color contrast refers to how well the color of text or color of objects stand out against its
background color. Good color contrast makes words easier to read and objects easier to identify
while bad color contrast fades words and objects into the background. The images below are
good examples of color contrast.

Color Tool: Colour Contrast Checker
The Colour Contrast Checker is an extension for your Google Chrome web browser and is used
to check the text-background contrast. It measures color contrast against four ratings: AA
LARGE, AAA LARGE, AA NORMAL, and AAA NORMAL.
● How to use it:
○ Use the eyedropper tool to capture the background and foreground colors of the
document/graphic you are testing OR input a HEX color code.
○ If you get an AA LARGE PASS rating, great! If not, change the hue, saturation,
and lightness until you get a PASS rating.
○ Passing all four ratings is difficult to achieve, so at minimum, AA LARGE must
have a PASS rating in order for the color contrast to be accessible (see “Rule of
Thumb” for Color Contrast).
● Test out the Colour Contrast Checker.
● Download the Colour Contrast Checker for Google Chrome.
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Rule of Thumb for Colors
● Using the Colour Contrast Checker, there are four PASS/FAIL ratings for approved color
contrast: AA LARGE, AAA LARGE, AA NORMAL, and AAA NORMAL. Passing all
four is difficult to achieve so while it is preferable for all ratings to pass, AA LARGE is
the primary rating that must have a PASS rating.
● If you are unsure, avoid using similar colors and shades for foreground and background
colors (i.e., light colored text on light colored background).

Text & Headings
Recommended Fonts
Font types, sizes and weights for headings, subtitles, and body text should be differentiated but
not overwhelming. Below are suggestions for text accessibility:
● Headings: use sans-serif fonts; can be a larger size and weight than the subheading and
body text. Sans-serif font is best used for short text, such as titles, headings, or ads.
● Body text: use serif font; serif font improves the readability of longer text, such as
letters, research papers or articles.

Why are headings important?
Screen readers and keyboard users are able to skip the middle content of a page/document by
tabbing through headers and links. This is much like how we skim the headers and bolded font of
a page with our eyes. Because of this, headings must be meaningful and accurately reflect the
content below it.

How do I make my headings accessible?
Content writing platforms/software have style tools or a style pane that can help you set and
customize your headings and body text. Utilizing these functions will allow screen readers to
recognize text as a header or body text.

Where can I ﬁnd the style tool?
The style tool will vary depending on what digital content application you are using. Below are
examples of where you can find the style tool for documents.
● Google Doc: the headings can be customized and set by navigating the Google Doc
menu bar and clicking on the drop-down tab titled “Normal text.” Highlight the words
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you want to be a heading and then click on the appropriate heading in this drop-down list.
All heading styles can be customized or you can use the default heading styles.
● Click here to learn how to access Google Doc text style tools.

● Microsoft Word: from the “Home” menu tab, click on “Style Pane” on the top right side
of the menu. A customization pane will appear on the right. Click on any item in the list
to customize it. All heading styles can be customized or you can use the default heading
styles.

Heading Order
Notice that there are several headings numbered in the styles tool. Heading 1, 2 and 3 are
typically used and must be used in numerical order. This means Heading 1 must be followed by
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Heading 2 and so on. When the headings skip a number, the rest of the headings will not be read
by a screen reader that is trying to skim the content.
Example:

Heading 1
Body Text

Heading 2
Body Text
Heading 3
Body Text

TIP: Create a Table of Contents
It pays off to use headings correctly! If you create headings using the styles tool, you will be
able to auto-generate a table of contents for your written content. Word and Google Doc will
analyze the pages for headings and generate a table of the headings with their respective page
numbers. If you make edits to your content later on, just refresh the table of contents to update
the page numbers.

Rule of Thumb for Headings
● Always use the headings style tool to create headings. Do not simply change the font size
of a body text.
● Use the headings in numerical order.
● If you use the headings style tool correctly, you will be able to auto-generate a table of
contents that correctly lists out your headings and page numbers.

Hyperlinks
Link vs. Hyperlink
A hyperlink refers to inserting a web address or file location without visibly showing the full
web address or file location. Hyperlinks are used to insert action for further information about a
certain topic that can’t be covered in the current paragraph, page, or document. It helps keep the
reader focused on the current content without being distracted by additional information. You
may also hyperlink an organization or company website when referencing them in the written
content.
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A link is the full, raw web URL that is seen on your web browser.

Why is hyperlinking important?
Screen readers and keyboard users are able to skip the middle content of a page/document by
tabbing through headers and links. This is much like how we skim the headers and bolded font of
a page with our eyes. Clearly writing out the links will tell screen readers where a link leads to
and they can decide whether or not to click it for more information. When you only hyperlink
“here” like in Example #1 of Hyperlinking Don’ts, the screen reader will only read “here” and
have no context to the link.
Additionally, always try to hyperlink your content instead of inserting the full URL address (See
Hyperlinking Don’ts Example #3). Raw URL addresses can be very long and complex. Screen
readers will read the entire URL. Always hyperlink content on websites, emails, and other formal
documents that will be distributed digitally. Please note that social media channels do not
allow hyperlinks. In this case, if your URL link is too long, shorten the link using tinyurl.com or
include a QR code in the social media graphic.

How to use hyperlinks
Hyperlinks must convey an action in a full sentence and avoid being an ambiguous single word
or standalone phrase. The hyperlinked phrase or sentence should tell us exactly what the action
will do. Below are examples of Do’s and Don’ts:

Do’s

Don’ts

Example:
1. Click here to read more about us.

Example:
1. Click here to read more about us.

2. Learn about our GGAL Program.

2. Learn about our GGAL Program.

3. We are partnering with the Boys and
Girls Club to offer free programming
for youth!

3. Learn about our GGAL Program:
https://www.womenofwise.org/girls-g
etting-ahead-in-leadership-2-1

It is acceptable to hyperlink titles, names, and sources without conveying the full meaning of the
link. While there are basic requirements when hyperlinking, please also use your own judgment
to tell what’s appropriate to hyperlink.
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Rule of Thumb for Hyperlinks
● Links must convey a meaningful action.
● For websites, use buttons to insert a link when appropriate and when possible.
● Do not insert the raw URL link. Always use QR codes or hyperlink content on websites,
emails, and other formal documents that will be distributed digitally.
● Make sure your hyperlink color meets color contrasting guidelines.

Pictures & Graphics
Why are pictures or graphics important?
Pictures help enhance the design and content of your work which is why it’s important to ensure
they can be accessible to all. Social media, websites, PDFs, documents and all other platforms
where images are used should have functions where you can input alternative image text. You
should consult each platform for specific instructions on how to access these.

Alternative Image Text
Alternative image text is a description of the image that can’t be seen on the screen but can be
read by a screen reader. Alternative text should not repeat the same message that is already
visibly written on the page.

Alt. Text Example:
This is an image of four pink macarons lined
up against a pitch black background.
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TIP: Where can I input alternative text?
These are suggestions for where you can typically find the alternative text locations and might
not be accurate for all platforms.
● Documents: Right click the image. “Alt text” or “Edit alt text” should pop up in the
list of items.
● Social Media: The place to input alternative text should be available when you are
editing your post. Look for an “Edit” or “Advance” option.
● Website: Alternative text locations vary with website type but can typically be found
in the image editing or settings tool.

Icons
● Like pictures, icons can help enhance how written content is absorbed and understood by
the reader.
● Some icons can be meaningful; some icons are purely decorative. Decorative icons don’t
necessarily need alternative text.
● If an icon is decorative, make sure there is no text in the alternative text box. This
prevents screen readers from reading decorative images.
Below is an example of decorative and meaningful icons used by WISE:

Decorative Icon
This is a decorative image because it is used to fill blank space,
divide content, or to bring some color to the page.

Meaningful Icon
This is a meaningful icon because it represents one of WISE’ core
values: social justice. The icon should have alternative image text
describing it.
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Image Size & Website Performance
The recommended size of the images on your website should be no more than 300KB. This
helps improve the performance of your website, especially if you have additional text being
loaded in the background.

Check the Image Size on your Website
● Right click the image > inspect.
● A column will pop up on the right side of your
screen, which shows the raw coding of your image.
The image code will automatically be shaded in blue.
● When you hover over the image code, the image
details will pop up.
● If the image is 300KB or less, great! If it is larger, use
tinypng.com to reduce the size.

Rule of Thumb for Pictures & Graphics
● Always include alternative text on your pictures.
● Add alternative text to meaningful graphics and icons. Decorative icons do not need
alternative text.
● Website images should be no more than 300KB.
● If your image is too big, use tinyurl.com to reduce the image.
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